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Abstract: The development of reliability theory has led to the setting of tasks requiring consideration
of the efficiency and functional safety of technical objects of transport over the life cycle. The paper
demonstrates the possibility of using the universal laws of elastic wave theory to describe natural
phenomena occurring in complex dynamic systems, on the examples of solving issues arising in the
interaction of rolling stock and the railway track. The accounting of the time component and the ability
of elastic waves to propagate energy in time and space allowed considering any interaction process as
a chain of processes, incidence-reflection-refraction of force impulses of interaction. Understanding
the physics of dynamic processes that occur in objects while performing their intended functions
allows developers to improve objects in such a way as to minimize their life cycle cost and maximize
their ability to perform their intended functions under different operating conditions. In addition,
it allows the expansion of existing methods and approaches to diagnostics of dynamic transport
systems. All this is a base for making it possible to develop an innovative and effective tool for
engineers and scientists to assess the impact of technosphere transport objects on human habitats.

Keywords: deformability; functional safety; elastic wave; impulse; momentum; dynamic process

1. Introduction

The high theoretical level of development of physics leads to the fact that mathemati-
cal methods are very widely used in it, and many provisions are derived from the basic
ones. At the same time, as part of natural science, physics is an experimental science. The
experiment serves in it both as the initial base, supplying the factual material, and as a
method of verifying one or another consequence of the theory. The conditions for using
the mathematical apparatus and the methodology of the experiment depend on the task
conditions. So, until the seventies of the last century, the main task was to determine the
possibility of using an object for certain operating conditions, and technical and economic
indicators evaluated the efficiency of using objects. The technical indicators are based on
a first-limit state assessment considering the loss of load-bearing capacity or steadiness
(strength, stability, and endurance). Therefore, the methods of modeling and conducting
experiments correspond to the definition of these criteria, using the provisions of the theory
of elasticity. There are many issues could be solved by such approach, for example, when
designing suspensions for carriages running at regular and high-speed speed [1], for re-
search and analysis of the stressed-strained state of metal corrugated structures of railroad
tracks [2], to evaluate value changes of critical buckling loads, different time instants after
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loading the structure as well as different relative humidity [3], for simulations of aerody-
namic characteristics braking performance [4], to model an induction motor for vehicles [5],
for solving engineering problems such as the soil elasticity unevenness [6], for the simu-
lation of dynamic vehicle/track interaction [7], to develop coupled matrix formulations
to characterize the dynamic interaction between the vehicle, track, and tunnel [8], for the
investigation of vertical vehicle-track interaction [9], for the development a methodology
of computational and experimental investigation of strength and fatigue life of bodies of
road vehicles for mass passenger transport [10], to study the applicability of low vibration
track heavy-haul railway tunnels [11], for the simulation of the wheel-rail contact [12], etc.

The main problem with the theory of elasticity is the absence of a time component, as
there are no dependencies that, on the timescale, connect the duration of the effect of force,
deformation, or stress. For such conditions, it is sufficient to consider the dynamic process as
a quasi-dynamic one since the main evaluation parameters are the values of the maximum
possible stresses, strains, loads, and accelerations that appear in objects during operation.
Examples include decisions on the following: investigation the influence of wheel flat on
wheel-rail dynamic interaction [13], reduction subgrade surface stress [14,15], detection
the effects of the different kinds of load and how the corresponding strains are affected
by the boundary conditions [16], assessment the effects of different track and loading
configurations on vertical wheel load measurements [17], analysis of the dynamic impact of
a rail vehicle on various types of a railway infrastructure [18], determination of temperature
stresses [19], track condition monitoring [20], investigation the possibility of improving the
ride quality of a two-axle railway vehicle with a single-stage suspension [21], assessment the
impact of dynamic actions resulting from impact loads [22], studying the dynamic wheel–
rail forces under the presence of track irregularities [23], wear investigation of railway
wheel running surface [24], investigations of influence of flexibility parameters of wheels
and wheelset on the railway bogie dynamics [25], design strategy on the articulation of a
freight wagon [26], permanent deformation prediction [27], railway vehicle modeling [28],
exploring the impact of structural deformations on the wheel-rail contact [29], detailed
creep force analysis at wheel-rail interaction [30], investigation the impact of dynamic track
vertical irregularity on the values of wheel-rail contact forces of a passing vehicle was [31],
modeling and simulation of two degrees of freedom rail vehicle [32], simulating track
longitudinal forces and the rail creep phenomenon [33], development of passive protection
devices for a power head of a high-speed multiple unit train at its collisions [34].

The same values of stresses and strains are also measured in experiments as follows:
to calculate the blocked forces at the connection points between the secondary suspension
elements and the car body [35], to characterize the vehicle-track interaction [36], for wheel-
rail contact dynamics simulation [37], to investigate the influence of different braking
systems on the braking process of railway passenger vehicles [38], for analysis based on
the results from static strength calculation of the wagon body [39], for the calibration of a
numerical model of a freight railway wagon [40], for the track condition monitoring based
on the bogie and car body acceleration measurements [41], for investigation on the rail
residual stress distribution and its influence on the bending fatigue resistance of rails [42],
and to discuss the problem of the correctness of the unification of experimental data by
axes and points of measurement [43].

According to technical indicators, various options are determined for comparison,
and according to economic indicators, the costs for each option are calculated, and, in
fact, they are decisive in terms of the efficiency of using the facility. Instances include
decisions on the following issues: effective planning and optimization of rail transport
operations [44], exploring progressive and irreversible transformations on the surface of
material due to the interaction of contact between two materials [45], analysis possibilities
of integration of the national railway transport sector into global railway networks [46]
and railway passenger flows [47], successful transport process optimization [48], transport
systems efficiency [49], estimation the role of road infrastructure in the context of the critical
infrastructure system [50] and the environmental impact of a battery-electric vehicles [51],
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solution for the sustainability of transport and mobility [52], improving the efficiency of
transport companies entrepreneurial activities [53], analysis the residual values of selected
vehicle models [54] and the optimal sleeper spacing [55], assessment civil infrastructure
resilience as follows: state-of-the-art on transportation network systems [56], increasing the
energy efficiency of the railway system [57].

Since the seventies of the last century, a direction has been widely developed that
studies the property of an object to keep in time within the established limits the values of
all parameters characterizing the ability to perform the required functions under specified
conditions of use, maintenance, storage, and transportation (dependability). This direction
forms new requirements for the question of the efficiency of the use of the object [58,59].
They are based on an assessment of the first limit state and studies of the second limit state
as follows: unfit for normal operation (deflections, deformations, crack opening values).
The accounting of the second limiting state allows moving on to the definition of states in
which the object does not meet the operating conditions and its operation is inappropriate
based on risk assessment. Thus, the effectiveness of the use of objects is evaluated by a set of
parameters for ensuring the functional safety of the use of an object during its life cycle and
techno-economic indicators. Therefore, the modern requirements of the object utilization
strategy are aimed at the stable operation of the object while minimizing costs and maxi-
mizing the functional safety of using the object by ensuring the parameters of reliability,
availability, maintainability, and safety (RAMS) during its life cycle. This is observed when
solving problems for a holistic assessment of track condition when planning maintenance
activities [60], for railway track monitoring using acceleration measurements from sensors
installed on a passenger train [61], to pay attention to the impact of the transition process
on the system reliability of the traction drive system [62], for evaluating the influence of
the most relevant geometric, mechanical and aerodynamic vehicle properties in the risk of
derailment caused by crosswinds [63], for evaluation of the justifiability of modernization
of rail vehicles as a method for improving the efficiency regarding a reduction of operation
and maintenance costs [64], to develop distributed simulation and testing environment
capable of linking information among virtual and physical components [65], evaluates
the energy intensity of passenger car [66], for predicting the technical condition of a vehi-
cle [67], for application of the monitoring system to a rail freight vehicle [68], to analyses
the impact of the vehicle-track dynamic interactions [69], for modeling of the lifecycle of
the railway track elements [70], for selection of noise-protective measures in accordance
with the sanitary noise regulations for a specific receptive facility [71], to estimate octave
spectra of sound levels in relation to distance from the source [72], to reduce the carbon
dioxide emissions of the train [73], to achieve high multitonal sound absorption at specific
design frequencies and their multiple harmonics [74], for identifying vertical wheel-rail
force waveform from monitoring data of rail dynamic responses [75], for monitoring the
operational condition of a running vehicle [76], to examine the effects of different vehicles
on track deterioration and consequent maintenance costs [77], to determine of possibility
of the track geometry from the motion of a wheel set [78], identifying the type of sensors
that can be adopted in a wayside monitoring system for wheel flat detection, as well
as their optimal position [79], for the perspective of vehicle automation equipment and
simulators of different application domains [80], for analysis the ways of descriptions of
the dynamic parameters impulse impact of the rail vehicle [81], to assess the resilience
of road network infrastructures [82], to improve rail system development and operation
by employing artificial intelligence [83], about alternative ways of transporting goods
from remote industrial zones [84], for rail track degradation prediction [85], to identify and
quantify the direct sustainable effects resulting from the improved road infrastructure in the
local urban-port transport system [86], for simultaneous state and parameter estimation of
a land vehicle [87], to locate trains on the railway network [88], the possibilities of applying
the big data concept in the railway transportation industry [89], to economically justify
railway track infrastructure conditions [90], for risk assessment for construction of urban
rail transit projects [91], to study the process of transferring forces in the interaction of
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the rolling stock and the railway track [92], for operational investigation of rolling stock
derailment [93], for improving the reliability and availability of railway systems and of
substantially reducing maintenance costs [94], for the health assessment of wheelset bear-
ings of high-speed trains [95], problems management of efficiency of use of production and
technological potential of rolling stock of rail transport [96], to model wheel-rail normal
contact in vehicle dynamics simulation [97], for ensuring perspectives of sustainable trans-
port infrastructure [98], for criticality analysis the different failure modes of the running
gear and their effect on rail infrastructure [99], for life cycle assessment of a railway tracks
substructures [100], for risk management plan for technical facility operation [101], for
data-driven predictive maintenance scheduling policies for railways [102], for discussing
the problem of the maintenance conditions of the railway track [103], for predictive main-
tenance of railway track, as follows: implications in geotechnical engineering [104], for
dynamic analysis by demonstrating the effect that different ways of dealing with faulty
signals have on delays and propagation of delays [105], for reliability and availability
assessment of railway locomotive bogies under correlated failures [106], for modeling
railway ballasted track settlement [107], for evaluation of the cost of intelligent upgrades
of transportation infrastructure for intelligent connected vehicles [108], for smart railway
maintenance systems [109], for railway track maintenance planning [110], for analysis of
driver assistance systems in rail vehicles [111], for work on advances in high-speed rail
vehicle tilt control design enabled [112],to design a means of transport using a suspended
railway track [113], to improve the driving stationarity of suspension-type small rail vehi-
cles and enhance ride comfort [114], for predicting rail damage in railway switches and
crossings [115], to overcome the problems existing in traditional track inspection and ensure
efficient and safe detection [116], for damage detection of railway tracks by a two-axle test
vehicle [117], for handling performance analysis of vehicle system [118].

Consequently, it became necessary to describe the fundamental provisions of physics
by mathematical methods that allow studying the course of dynamic processes in order to
form the conditions for the functionally safe operation of objects. The problem was that
there was no tool for analytical modeling of physical processes inside the objects of simu-
lation in time. Understanding that power effects in objects are transmitted by waves can
be seen in many works, for instance, for instance, to identify the acoustic signature of rail-
way vehicles [119], for simulating the vehicle-soil-track interaction phenomenon [120], to
investigate the properties of elastic waves propagating in the periodic ballasted track [121],
for improving the time-frequency representation for signals dedicated to structural diag-
nostics [122], for the application of embedded track in metro systems [123], to study the
effects of wheel-rail impacts on the fatigue damage of the fastening clips at the rail joints of
a high-speed railway [124], for evaluating the reliability of the dynamic performance of
the vehicle [125], for the prediction of the influences of rail irregularities on the wheel/rail
dynamic force [126], for studying the cause of train-induced ground vibration [127], for
investigating issue of predictive maintenance by detecting possible structural failure or
defects the third rail [128], to assess derailment risks [129], for simulation studies of the
oscillatory behavior of road and rail vehicles [130], for advanced remote condition monitor-
ing of railway infrastructure and rolling stock [131], for random-vibration-based on-board
railway vehicle and track monitoring [132]. However, the provisions of the elastic wave
theory have not been used to analytically describe the propagation of dynamic processes
in space and time. Therefore, it was difficult to study the relationship and influence of
these processes on the functionally safe state of the object in time. To overcome the problem
of the absence of a time component in the analytical description of dynamic processes,
it appeared necessary to use the elastic wave theory. Thus, a mathematical apparatus
for simulating physical processes over time to determine the parameters of deformability
based on mathematical modeling of the operation of a railway track under the influence of
rolling stock [70,133,134] was developed.

The originality of this article is the justification and demonstration of the following
positions:
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- Using the elastic wave theory makes it possible to overcome five main drawbacks of
the elasticity theory;

- Opportunity to describe any process of interaction as a chain of processes, incidence-
reflection-refraction of force impulses;

- The wording of the basic law of mechanics and the description of the characteristics of
the impulse of action have been expanded.

All this is the base for making it possible to develop an innovative and effective tool
for engineers and scientists to assess the impact of technosphere objects on human habitats.

This study is divided into four parts. The first part deals with the background, novelty,
and aim of the study. The second part is concerned with the methodologies used for this
study. The third part presents the findings of this study. The final part draws upon the
entire study, tying up the various methodologies and results of this study to present the
discussion and implications of the findings of this research.

2. Materials and Methods

The elastic wave theory makes it possible to describe the processes of transfer of a
force impulse in all mediums that an object’s material can consist of (gaseous, liquid, and
solid), and also has the laws of propagation over time in these mediums. Elastic waves
have properties based on an object’s physical, mechanical, and geometric characteristics,
describing the transformation of physical quantities inside and during the transition from
one to another when modeling dynamic processes.

Based on the elasticity theory and propagation of elastic waves, a method has been
developed for determining the processes that lead to a change over time in local values of
deformations and displacements inside elements [70,81,92,133,134]. The main advantage
of the proposed modeling method is the use of the ability of elastic waves to propagate the
energy of force actions (impulses) in space and time.

Since the theory of elastic waves is universal, further for visualization, the following
are presented:

- Basic wave propagation schemes, Figures 1–3, where (ri)—the propagation directions
of force waves, (rF)—the direction of action of pulse F;

- Determination of wave propagation velocity, Formula (1);
- Dependences for determining the magnitude of wave amplitudes, Formulas (2)–(7);
- Record of Newton’s second law for the relationship between external and internal

forces, Formula (8).

C` =

√
E · (1 − µ)

(1 + µ) · (1 − 2 · µ) · ρ , Ct =

√
E

2 · (1 + µ) · ρ , (1)

where E—the Young modulus or the modulus of elasticity; µ—Poisson’s ratio; Ct, C`—
are the transverse and longitudinal wave propagation speeds in a particular medium.

All the energy of the force action moves material particles by means of longitudinal
waves in the direction of wave propagation (rF). In the direction perpendicular to the
direction of wave propagation (rF), particles move only due to transverse waves. Particles
are set in motion by two types of waves, in accordance with the wave propagation speed
(C`, Ct) and the impact time (t) and amplitude (Ai, Bi) of the impact on each material
particle in all other directions of wave propagation (ri). The processes of reflection and
refraction of waves depend on the geometry of objects and their connections in the structure,
on the density of the material, and the speed of wave propagation.
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Are f ` = Ainc ·
ρ1 · u1 − ρ2 · u2

ρ1 · u1 + ρ2 · u2
, (2)

Are f r = Ainc ·
2 · ρ1 · u1

ρ1 · u1 + ρ2 · u2
, (3)

where Ainc, Are f r, Are f `—are the amplitudes of waves of incidence, refraction, and reflec-
tion, respectively;

ρi · ui—is the impedance (resistance of medium);
ui—is the speed of the wave.

Fext = ∑ Finit + ∑ Fr. (4)

where Fext—the influence of external load;
Finc—forces of elasticity and friction of the medium;
Fr—is the reaction of the external medium.
The ratios of amplitudes of the wave process at the incidence of longitudinal wave are

defined as follows:

(
Ap−inc − Ap−re f l

)
cosαp−inc + As−re f l sinβs−re f l − Ap−re f r cosαp−re f r − As−re f r sinβs−re f r = 0;(

Ap−inc − Ap−re f l

)
sinαp−inc + As−re f l cosβs−re f l − Ap−re f r sinαp−re f r + As−re f r cosβs−re f r = 0;(

Ap−inc + Ap−re f l

)
cp−inc cos 2βs−re f l − As−re f lcs−re f l sin 2βs−re f l −

ρb
ρa

Ap−re f rcp−re f r cos 2βs−re f r−
−ρb

ρa
As−re f rcs−re f r sin 2βs−re f r = 0;

ρac2
s−re f l

[(
Ap−inc − Ap−re f l

)
sin 2αp−inc −

cp−re f l
cs−re f l

As−re f l cos 2βs−re f l

]
−

−ρbc2
s−re f r

[ cp−re f l
cs−re f l

As−re f r sin 2αs−re f r −
cp−re f l
cs−re f r

As−re f r cos 2βs−re f r

]
= 0.

(5)

where ρ—longitudinal wave;
s—transverse wave;
ρ− re f `—refracted longitudinal wave with refraction angle α;
s − re f `r—transverse refracted wave with refraction angle β;
ρa—density upper medium;
ρb—density lower medium
The ratios of amplitudes of the wave process at the incidence of transverse waves of

vertical polarization are determined as follows:

(
Bs−inc − Bs−re f l

)
sinβs−inc + Bp−re f l cosαp−re f l + Bp−re f r cosαp−re f r − Bs−re f r sinβs−re f r = 0;(

Bs−inc + Bs−re f l

)
cosβs−inc + Bp−re f l sinαp−re f l − Bp−re f r sinαp−re f r − Bs−re f r cosβs−re f r = 0;(

Bs−inc + Bs−re f l

)
cs−inc sin 2βs−re f l − Bp−re f lcp−re f l cos 2βs−re f l +

ρb
ρa

Bp−re f rcp−re f r cos 2βs−re f r−
−ρb

ρa
Bs−re f rcs−re f r sin 2βs−re f r = 0;

ρac2
s−re f l

[(
Bs−inc − Bs−re f l

)
cos 2βs−inc −

cs−re f l
cp−re f l

Bp−re f l sin 2αp−re f l

]
−

−ρbc2
s−re f r

[ cs−re f l
cp−re f l

Bp−re f r sin 2αp−re f r + Bs−re f r cos 2βs−re f r

]
= 0.

(6)

The ratios of amplitudes of the wave process at the incidence of transverse waves of
horizontal polarization are determined as follows:{

Bs−inc + Bs−re f ` − Bs−re f r = 0;

ρa ·
(

Bs−inc − Bs−re f `

)
sin 2βs−inc − ρb · Bs−re f r sin 2βs−re f r = 0

(7)

F(t) = R(t) =
dP
dt

=
d(m · υ)

dt
=

d(p · V · υ)

dt
=

d(n · m0 · V · υ)

dt
, (8)

where F(t)—is the impulse external force acting on the object;
R(t)—is the momentum of the force field acting inside the object;
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m—is the mass of the object, absorbing the influence of an external impulse by means
of a force field pulse, which is formed on the basis of a superposition of force waves;

P—impulse;
ρ—the density of the material through which the wave propagates;
n—concentration, the number of molecules per unit volume;
m0—the mass of one particle;
p—the material density of the object;
V—the object’s volume, absorbing the influence of an external impulse by means of a

force field pulse, which is formed on the basis of a superposition of force waves;
υ—the velocity of particles exposed to the force field that is dependent on the trans-

verse Ct and longitudinal C` wave propagation speeds in a particular medium.
The basis of modeling when using the elastic wave theory is the presence of wave

processes caused by both external and internal oscillations. In this case, vibrations mean
the movement of the particles of an object under the action of force waves of both incident,
reflected, and refracted wave processes.

According to the elastic wave theory, all vibrations excited by the contact of surfaces
that by this moment were not in contact or resumed their contact due to a break propagate
as spherical waves. They characterize the main direction of propagation of the wave process
from the place of new or renewed contact of the surfaces and are responsible for the contact
and local strain concentrations.

All vibrations excited by the contact of the surfaces, which have touched and have
contact connections at this moment, are propagated by quasi-spherical waves. They char-
acterize the main direction of propagation of the wave process from the point of contact
of the surfaces and are responsible for the inhomogeneity of the oscillation. However,
one spherical incidence wave, carrying longitudinal and transverse modes, causes the
following four quasi-spherical refracted waves: two longitudinal and two transverse. Each
of them is inhomogeneous since it has a clear dependence on the change in characteristics,
propagating along its “own” direction at a certain speed, and bears the consequences of
the propagation of adjacent refracted waves, which have their own speeds and directions
of propagation.

Since the superposition of waves over time occurs in the process of propagation, it
characterizes the inhomogeneity of the entire oscillation. Consequently, at each point
of the object structure at a certain time of action, either homogeneous spherical and (or)
inhomogeneous quasi-spherical waves will be observed. Thus, oscillations propagated
by waves in time cannot be predicted based on the approximation used by numerical
calculation methods since each particle of an object will have an oscillation trajectory
depending both on the law of change of the force impulse and on the geometry of the
object. There are periods of time when the particles of the object directly perceive and
transform force effects in accordance with the propagation time of the process of force
waves in the object. Additionally, the time when the particles of the object are displaced
due to deformations and displacements of other particles of the object located behind them
in the direction of the force waves.

In other words, both elements of structure and particles of objects can work “actively”
(transforming force effects) and “passively” (without the direct influence of force effects
on them) [103,134]. The law of change of the force impulse characterizes the deformations
and displacements associated with the action of the applied external force when perform-
ing “active” work. The geometry of the object characterizes the “passive” work. Thus,
different particles of an object have different trajectories of oscillations in time and hence
different local concentrations of force waves in time, which makes it possible to predict the
places where fatigue processes and defects appear under certain operating conditions and
characteristics of the structure and material of the object.

The use of the elastic wave theory allow us to proceed to the consideration of systems
that were previously considered open systems since it becomes possible to use the law of
conservation of momentum (p = const) both for individual objects and for their parts.
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The method allows determining the distribution of influence energy in space and time
depending on physical, mechanical, and geometric parameters of the modeling object (time
and rate of movement of material particles in the direction of propagation of waves). In
this way, the deformation processes occurring in the simulation object under the action
of dynamic pulses over time are determined, resulting in the assessment of the object’s
reliability, availability, maintainability, and safety under various operating conditions.

Below are examples of applications of the proposed method in the simulation of
dynamic processes in order to study the influence of the dynamics of processes on the
efficiency of the use of the object.

3. Results
3.1. Expansion of the Capabilities of the Mathematical Apparatus to Describe the Dynamics of the
Process in Determining the Issues of Facility Efficiency

Using the elastic wave theory in the proposed method makes it possible to overcome
the following five main drawbacks of the elasticity theory:

1. The main limitation of the elasticity theory is the absence of a time component. There
are no dependencies in the timescale that connect the duration of the action of force,
deformation, or stress. The laws of elastic wave propagation over time in different
mediums and during the transition from one medium to another completely negate
this limitation.

2. In the theory of stresses, internal forces are studied that arise in solid deformable
materials or objects as a result of physical influences on them. With an external
physical impact, the distances between the internal points of the material (material
particles) change, resulting in internal forces that represent the macroscopic interaction
between atoms or molecules. The method of sections and the connection axiom are
used to describe internal forces in stress theory. Internal forces can change during
the transition from one particle to another; therefore, the stress state in the object is
generally inhomogeneous (as well as the deformed state). However, deformations can
be measured, but stresses cannot because deformations are physically measured to
measure stresses. Consequently, the stress theory is axiomatic, and stress is an artificial
measure of the internal forces arising in the object. By their physical nature, stresses
are pressures caused by a force field inside an object. The calculated amplitudes of the
oscillations of the particles under the influence of force waves allow for determining
the deformations at the points of the sensor established. Thus, it is possible to directly
correlate the quantities measured in the experiment and actually occurring in the
objects of measurement. Understanding the dynamic processes within an object allows
the selection of equipment for recording specific types of pulses and interpreting and
analyzing the recorded signals in terms of noise.

3. In the theory of deformations, the kinematics of a continuous medium is considered
regardless of physical influences. Stress theory studies the internal forces generated in
the object or in the material as a result of physical pressure. Neither the deformation
theory nor the stress theory took into account the specific properties of the material
to describe the process of propagation of force influences within objects. Even with
numerical modeling methods such as finite element methods, the partitioning of
the inner mesh is independent of the material properties. The laws of elastic wave
propagation over time in various mediums allow considering changes occurring inside
objects under the influence of force fields over time. This makes it possible to modify
the object’s geometric and elastic characteristics to specific operating conditions,
taking into account the deformability processes within the objects.

4. The behavior of specific materials and structures of objects, as well as the relation-
ships between them, under different influences, are given to the studied models by
defining ratios. In order to construct defining ratios, experiments are carried out on
the physical influence on samples of objects. From the processing of these experi-
ments, a specific type of dependency and the values of the constants of the constituent
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dependencies are set. Such experiments are called set-up experiments, and depen-
dency constants are called material constants. Both experiments and constants are
applicable only for the conditions under consideration and present actual physical
processes in separate correlated aspects, the physical nature of which is not taken into
account. The laws of elastic wave propagation are universal because they eliminate
the following limitations:

1. Applications of different mathematical apparatus for problems of mechanics in
Newtonian, relativistic, and ultra-relativistic areas. It is believed that momentum
increases only by increasing velocity in Newtonian mechanics, as the change
in mass can be ignored. In the ultra-relativistic area, the object’s velocity is
practically unchanged, and the momentum increases only due to the increase
in mass. It is considered in the relativistic area that the increase in momentum
is due to an increase in both the velocity and mass. In this case, the speed
increases more slowly than in Newtonian mechanics, precisely because of the
increase in the mass of the object being accelerated. Elastic wave theory allows
the consideration of momentum propagation problems in any mechanics area
(see Formula (8)), as the time accounting for the propagation of force waves in
an object, automatically considers the change in mass over time and changes in
the velocity of the deformation process within the object in time.

2. The need to divide the energy spent on the dynamics of the process into types,
as well as the concepts that characterize the dynamics of the process into types.
For example, the process of moving an object in mechanics is characterized by
the following two types of energy: kinetic and potential. The first describes
the movement process in terms of velocity change and the second in terms of
coordinate changes. This artificial separation of the energy used in the move-
ment process is related to the history of technical calculations, which led to the
existence of several systems of measures at a certain stage, as follows: physical
and technical. In the physical system of measures, the basic unit of measurement
is the mass, and force is a derivative unit, the value of which is obtained by
multiplying the basic unit of mass by the dimension of the acceleration. In
a technical system of measures, mass is a derivative of the unit obtained by
dividing the basic unit of force by the acceleration dimension. However, since
any amount of force involved in the experiment is easier to attach or measure
than to determine the mass involved in the experiment in dynamic processes,
the technical calculations and logic of their development are invisibly based on
the technical system of measurement, where equivalent/effective mass values
are used.

For the same reason, there is a division of the concepts of the collision into «elastic»
and «inelastic». It is believed that any collision is completely inelastic if the objects after the
collision move at the same speed, forming one new object. Only the sum of the momentum
of the colliding objects is retained, but the sum of their kinetic energy is not conserved.
An elastic is called a collision in which the sum of the momentum and the sum of the
kinetic energy of colliding objects are stored. By definition, kinetic energy is the difference
between total and internal energy. The theory of elasticity does not allow calculating
what part of the energy of colliding objects is absorbed by them during an interaction;
that is, how much the internal energy of the objects of interaction has changed. The
internal energy of the object is equal to the rest energy of the particles of which the object
is composed, plus the total kinetic energy of these particles and the potential energy of
the fields that interact with these particles. As already mentioned, there are the following
two types of spherical volumetric waves: longitudinal and transverse. Longitudinal waves
have the following many names: irrotational, expansion waves, P-waves, compression-
discharge waves, and dilatation waves. Transverse waves are also called equivolume
waves, distortion waves, shear waves, and S-waves. However, regardless of the name,
longitudinal waves cause material particles to move along the propagation direction of the
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force field by changing the distances between the particles, compacting, or decompressing
the propagation medium, freeing up space for particle displacement under the influence of
transverse waves in the direction perpendicular to the propagation of the force field. Thus,
longitudinal waves characterize the total kinetic energy of particles, and transverse waves
represent the potential energy of the fields that carry out the interaction of these particles.
In this case, depending on the nature of the interaction between particles (atoms, molecules,
Brownian particles, particles of a fraction of granular medium—any particles that are
considered in the model), the potential energy of the forces of attraction of particles is
accompanied by friction forces that arise when particles come into contact and prevent their
mutual movement. Since the amount of energy that is transferred by a wave is proportional
to the square of the amplitude. This allows us to characterize what part of the energy is
spent on deformability inside objects (reflection process) and what part of the energy is
transferred to another object as an external impulse (refraction process). Thus, the theory of
elastic waves does not require a separate division and describes the process of interaction
as a chain of processes of incidence-reflection-refraction of force impulses.

5. The theory of elasticity perfectly describes the material of objects using the concept
of a material continuum but completely excludes the possibility of studying the
behavior of internal forces. Knowledge of internal force change mechanisms is used,
for example, to create high- or low-damping materials for mechanical applications in
various fields of technology. In addition, this knowledge will help select the charge
for a specific type of wall in explosive wall breaking, which is an important operation
used by firefighters or special forces as a method of gaining immediate access to a
structure in an emergency as a direct replacement for conventional breaking methods.
Even when studying the internal state in the elasticity of anisotropic materials, the
macroscopic behavior of materials is considered, that is, the atomic or molecular
structure is not considered. In the proposed method, local volumes and material
density, which vary over time due to force waves, must be taken into account when
calculating the amplitude. Therefore, it is necessary to take into account the influence
of a change in the distance between particles on the interaction forces of particles in
order to determine the probability of the occurrence of irreversible deformation or the
impossibility of deformation, as well as the probability of a defect and a change in the
structure of the material. Thus, the application of the first law of thermodynamics and
the extended use of material properties in the calculation makes it possible to develop
modeling in this direction, linking the macro- and microscopic behavior of materials.

3.2. Influence of Characteristics of an Impulse on the Dynamics of the Process in the Study of
Facility Efficiency

The use of the elastic wave theory in the proposed method makes it possible to describe
and evaluate the influence of the pulse characteristics on the dynamics of the process due
to the following facts:

1. In the proposed method, impulses are considered as a measure of any action of
different physical quantities on an object over time at which there is an exchange of
energy over time. The action of the impulse on the object has clear time characteristics
of beginning and end of action, that is, duration of action. This makes it possible
to determine the additional characteristics of the pulse as follows: at the time of
transmission of the pulse. Therefore, the influence of any physical quantity, when
cyclically acting in a dynamic process, is characterized by the following two types
of frequencies:

3. The frequency (or frequencies) of pulse transmission acting on a specific contact
site. It is characterized by its action duration;

4. The frequency of pulse repetition (repetition rate) in a certain cross-section. It
is characterized by the time through which the repetition of the action occurs.
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This provides a clear separation between single and repetitive impulses, leading to
increased simulation capabilities. For example, when considering the impact on the
rail of a rolling stock wheel (force pulse) moving at a constant speed, the same rail
cross-section is subjected to different force pulses from different wheels because each
wheel has different impact characteristics at the time of passage, namely, the following:

5. The amplitude of the force impulse is determined as it is an oscillation superpo-
sition of the wagon, bogie, damping system, and railway track structure state;

6. The direction of the pulse depends on the position of the bogie relative to the
railway track axis;

7. The number, area, and location of rail/wheel contacts depend on the position
of the wheelset relative to the track axis.

In addition, the uneven distribution of bogies on the rolling stock also introduces
heterogeneity into the cycle impact of the wheels on the same rail cross-section. Thus, to
consider the impact of the wheels on the rail cross-section over time, it was possible to
describe the smooth passing of the wheel over the cross-section by moving the rail/wheel
contacts along the rail over time along a particular trajectory. As an example, Figure 4
demonstrates the oscillation amplitude of the track structure under the wheel passage with
speeds of 70, 90, and 110 km/h above the rail cross-section with the central position of
the wheelset.
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At each rail/wheel contact area, the force will change according to the following law:

Fi(t) = F0i sin ω f t, (9)

where F0i—is the maximum value that the force gains in the intersection;
ω f —frequency of transferring load pulse (frequency of excitation of intersections of

the rails) and with the aggregate action area. A range of parameters of this oscillation along
the length of the track depends on the motion speed and position of the wheelset in a track;

t—is the time;
ω f t—varies from 0 to π, and during this time, depending on the speed, the wheel goes

through the entire cycle of impact on the track: the pressure appears, gradually increases to
the maximum, and goes out.
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Figure 5 shows the oscillation of the track structure cross-section over time when a
single force pulse is applied to the rail/wheel contact area, depending on the contact time
of the wheel with the rail when a passage of the wheel at speeds of 70, 90, and 110 km/h.
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Figures 4 and 5 clearly demonstrate that, under the influence of a force pulse having
a sine wave law, the amplitudes of oscillations of the cross-section of the track have a
complex form. The amplitudes of oscillations under a single force impulse are determined
by the superposition of the oscillations of the elements over time (Figure 5). The amplitudes
of oscillations during the passage of the wheel are determined by the superposition of
oscillations of elements of the track structure from various contact areas over time (Figure 4).

2. Since there is an energy exchange that occurs during the action of an impulse, one
of its characteristics is the law of change of the acting physical quantity over time.
This value characterizes the intensity of the effect of the force impulse per unit time
during the force action. For example, according to Hooke’s law, the force acting on
an object causes directly proportional deformations or displacements. When a force
acts on an object, the latter will do work equal to the product of the force and the
displacement. The action of a constant force per unit time on an object, regardless of
the time of its impact, is characterized by the same value of the amount of motion per
unit of time, which serves as a potential for performing the same amount of work on
the object per unit of time. This means that it transfers the same amount of energy
per unit time during the action of the force. So, impulses of constant forces transfer a
constant amount of energy per unit of time and force the object to have a permanent
deformation under their influence, that is, behave according to the laws of statics from
the moment equilibrium is established. Or, if the object does not interact with other
objects, it will move in a straight line and uniformly with the speed established in
this medium. If the force has a variable value over time, then the impulses of variable
forces cause the exchange of a variable amount of energy per unit of time during the
duration of the force impulse. When describing impacts, the amplitude of the force
impulse characterizes the impact force in mechanical systems or loudness in music.
Additionally, the intensity of the impact allows you to describe such characteristics of
the impact as “legato”, “staccato” and sound density in music, or “soft”, “hard/sharp”
impact, and flow density per unit time in mechanical systems.

Therefore, the possibility of using time when describing the impact of the impulse
on any object, enables expanding the use of the formulation «the time derivative of the
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momentum is the force» to the «law of change of the force pulse over acting time, char-
acterizing the intensity of influence per unit time (moment), determines the total amount
of motion over acting time (the total monument), characterizing the amount of energy on
performance of work per unit time (moment)». This formulation removes the limitations
that existed in describing momentum in Newtonian and relativistic areas of mechanics.
When considering the movement of an object in Newtonian mechanics, it follows from
the relation p = m · u = F · t that with the long-term action of a constant force on an
object, the speed of its movement can increase indefinitely. However, since the dependence
p = m · u—describes the momentum, mass, and speed at time t, a more correct notation
should be p(t) = m(t) · u(t) and p = F · t is the total momentum of the system transferred
to the object by the force F = ∑ F(t) in time t, thereby p = ∑ p(t). Thus, the time-unlimited
impact of a constant force on an object at each moment of time is characterized by equal
quantities of motion (monument) equal to p(t) = m(t) · u(t), while the object is given
equal amounts of energy in each moment of time, for setting in motion the same amount of
masses m(t) = E(t)

c2 , which either move with the same (steady-state/fixed) speed u(t), or
lead to the same (steady-state/fixed) deformability at each moment of the action of this
force impulse.

3. Unlike modern equipment, previously used instruments used in the study of oscilla-
tions were very inertial. Such instruments respond only to a change in the average
energy value over a period of time significantly exceeding the oscillation period. In
this case, knowledge of the spectrum was sufficient, as it could be used to determine
the energy of each harmonic and thus determine the average energy of the total oscil-
lation. This is why spectral decomposition plays an extremely important role in the
study of oscillations. However, knowledge of the spectrum of some non-sinusoidal
oscillations makes it impossible to determine the shape of this oscillation and build
its graph. In addition, the energies of harmonics depend only on the amplitude
and frequency, and do not depend on the phase of the oscillations. When recording
vibrations, it is impossible to divide them into the incident and reflected processes, so
it is necessary to understand the energy of which the oscillating process is recorded.
An introduction to the calculation of the time characteristic allows evaluating what
oscillatory processes were recorded at the time of recording.

4. The introduction of the time component allows describing and comparing changes in
the values of different vectors in time and space. Additionally, the use of the properties
of elastic longitudinal and transverse waves makes it possible to consider changes
in the values of vectors without observing mechanical equilibrium. This enables
considering the change in impulses depending on specific conditions, which expands
the possibilities of applying an impulse not only to a specific object but also outside
the object. So, for example, suppose that the initial impulse of force was a uniformly
distributed pressure moving through the air by the propagation of longitudinal waves
from a source located at a distance d. Figure 6 shows an example of changing the
parameters of the impact of the primary force impulse on a rectangular object located
perpendicular to the incident flow of the force impulse. Upon reaching the object,
the amplitude of the incident waves will be equal to Ainc =

A0·R0
d . The values of the

amplitudes of reflection Are f ` and refraction Are f r will be calculated using Formulas
(2) and (3). It is supposed that the object is a solid shell with air inside. Since the force
impulse falls perpendicular to the incident surface, the reflection and refraction waves
will have equal amplitudes over the entire loaded surface of the object. Thus, the law
of impact of a force impulse applied to an object remained completely identical to the
original one in form but with a smaller impact.
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The fall of the primary impulse of a rectangular force on a triangular object is shown in
Figure 7. As the waves of the incidence move at the same speed, they will reach the lateral
faces of the object at different times, and the incident amplitudes will have values in the
interval Ainc =

A0·R0
dmin

...Ainc =
A0·R0
dmax

. The amplitudes of the reflection and refraction waves
for the vertex and lateral faces, respectively, will be calculated by Formulas (2) and (3), and
by Formula (5). The amplitudes of the reflection and refraction waves along the lateral
faces of the triangle will have different values. Thus, the law of action of a rectangular force
pulse applied to an object of triangular shape differs from the primary force pulse both in
form and in impact values, but the law of changing the force impulse in time remains the
same as that of the original one.

Therefore, when considering the application of a constant load to a triangular object,
it is necessary to take into account both the difference in the application of the load over
time and the uneven impact of the load. Neglect of these characteristics is possible when
the source is located at a sufficiently large distance from the object (when the value of
the difference between the incidence amplitudes can be neglected), as well as when the
speeds of movement before and inside the object do not have a significant difference
(when refractive and reflective processes within an object do not affect its lateral faces).
Consideration of the above characteristics can be used both in the selection of streamlined
forms, for example in aviation, to reduce the pressure of air masses on the structure, and in
the construction of structures requiring protection against a blast wave, noise, or water flow,
because the proposed method allows analysis of phenomena in boundary layers, under
different conditions of influence of momentum and shapes of objects, in time.

5. There are the following three types of deformability:

• Deformability of manerial—the ability of a material to respond to impulses from
physical factors;

• Deformability of elements—the ability of elements, as products from a certain
material with a certain geometry, to react to mechanical impulses;

• Deformability of the structure—total deformability of its elements, in which the
elements of the structure can not only change shape, dimensions, and volume
but also move due to deformability of other elements that make up the structure.
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Typically, there is no stand-alone object that is experiencing a dynamic process. Conse-
quently, all three types of deformability should be considered in the simulation of facilities
in order to study the effectiveness of their use under specific operating conditions. As
already mentioned, the presence of waves is determined by the characteristics of the mate-
rial. It is known that longitudinal waves propagate in liquid and gaseous mediums, and
both longitudinal and transverse waves propagate in solid mediums, but only longitudinal
waves can propagate, as, for example, in wooden products. The constant speed of waves
in materials in any direction of propagation and the universalism of wave propagation,
depending on the geometry of the object and its physical and mechanical characteristics,
make it possible to calculate local changes in density and volume in any location of the
object. To consider the energy transfer between the elements, consider the contact pair of
the rail-pad with the characteristics shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Physical-mechanical characteristics the contact pair of the rail-pad.

Element Density,
kg/m3

Poisson’s
Coefficient

Young’s Module
E, MPa C`, m/s Ct, m/s

first option

rail 7830 0.24 2.1 × 105 5622 3288

pad 918 0.3 100 382 204

second option

rail 7830 0.3 2.1 × 105 6008 3211

pad 935 0.485 200 572 268

The angles characterizing the process of transmission of power waves for the contact
pair rail-pad are given in Table 2.
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Table 2. Characteristics of the angles of the wave process in the contact pair of the rail-pad for the
first option.

Angles, Degree

Incidence Reflection Refraction

longitudinal wave

p − inc p − re f ` s − re f ` p − re f ` s − re f `

10 10 5.33 0.68 0.34

20 20 10.53 1.33 0.67

30 30 15.50 1.95 0.98

40 40 20.10 2.51 1.25

50 50 24.17 2.9 1.50

60 60 27.58 3.38 1.69

70 70 30.15 3.67 1.83

80 80 31.76 3.85 1.92

transverse wave

s − inc s − re f ` p − re f ` p − re f ` s − re f `

10 10 17.27 1.16 0.62

20 20 35.79 2.28 1.22

30 30 58.74 3.3 1.78

40 40 - 3.88 2.07

50 50 - 5.12 2.73

60 60 - 5.79 3.09

70 70 - 6.28 3.35

80 80 - 6.58 3.51

The results presented in Table 2 demonstrate the collection ability of the pad. Accord-
ing to the results, when the force spectrum falls on the gasket surface at angles from 100 to
800, the gasket accumulates this spectrum, narrowing its flux to 0.68–6.58 for longitudinal
waves and 0.340–3.510 for transverse waves.

When using the data for the second option, the impact of the external force spectrum
on the gasket will increase by an average of 4.2 times for longitudinal waves and 1.37 times
for transverse waves.

This result demonstrates the possibility of taking into account the influence of changes
in both the geometry of the object and the characteristics of its material on the process of
deformability under the influence of various forces.

The results in Table 3 show how many times the amplitudes of reflected and refracted
waves change relative to the amplitudes of the incident waves (see Formulas (5)–(7)). As
you know, the wave energy is proportional to the square of the amplitude. This aspect
reflects the ability to control the energy spectra of reflection and energy absorption of an
object depending on the geometry of the object and the characteristics of its material.

In addition, the collision of the processes of incidence and reflection leads to a local
concentration of particles inside the objects, as well as to the release of heat in proportion
to the amount of deformation not realized in each direction. The proposed method does
not require consideration of the equality of thermodynamic parameters and the thermody-
namic probability of the state of the system, since the time component and the regularity
of the incidence-reflection chain make it possible to consider the course of irreversible
processes over time. All of this enables the use of the first law of thermodynamics for
modeling all types of deformability processes when studying the effectiveness of research
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objects by changing objects’ geometric and physical-mechanical characteristics for certain
operating conditions.

Table 3. Coefficients of reflection and refraction of the wave process in a contact pair of rails with pads.

Longitudinal Wave

Angles p − inc, degree Kp−re f ` Ks−re f ` Kp−re f `r Ks−re f `r

10 0.941 0.392 1.950 0.380

20 0.820 0.727 1.852 0.732

30 0.646 0.963 1.701 1.047

40 0.450 1.081 1.512 1.302

50 0.272 1.085 1.302 1.482

60 0.148 0.997 1.083 1.558

70 0.131 0.835 0.855 1.485

80 0.318 0.573 0.569 1.120

Transverse wave

Angles
s − inc,
degree

Kp−re f ` Ks−re f ` Kp−re f `r Ks−re f `r

10 0.847 0.389 0.378 1.943

20 0.467 0.712 0.722 1.824

30 0.029 0.968 0.965 1.725

40 0.708 5.656 0.064 6.964

50 0.799 5.960 0.383 4.774

4. Discussion, Conclusions and Future Recommendation

Mankind is surrounded by a huge number of objects, the work of which is associated
with the flow of dynamic processes. The study of these processes allows for expanding
knowledge about the physical changes occurring in them. Understanding the physics of
dynamic processes that occur in objects while performing their intended functions allows
developers to improve objects in such a way as to minimize their life cycle cost and maxi-
mize their ability to perform their intended functions. Thus, the conflicting requirements
of a manufacturer who wants to reduce the cost of creating a product while providing the
buyer with a product that reliably and safely performs its functions are satisfied.

Previously, the main conditions for ensuring the operability of facilities were the
conditions of loss of bearing capacity or unsuitability for operation, while the criteria were
strength, stability, and endurance. At the present stage, all facilities fulfill these conditions.
Therefore, it became necessary to study the conditions of unsuitability for the normal
operation of the facility, that is, the conditions for its technical, economic, and safe use.

The change in the approach in which facilities are assessed has led to new requirements,
the results of which, for example, for rail transport, have been reflected in such instruments
as the following: «Specification and demonstration of reliability, availability, maintainability
and safety (RAMS)» and «Dependability management».

Changing the requirements provides for the formation of a system for assessing the
state of facilities during their operation. To do this, it is necessary to study the effects of
changes in the characteristics of materials and geometric deviations of objects that occur
during operation on the ability to perform intended functions. In most cases, releasing a
new object and verifying that it works in practice is very costly. Consequently, developers
need to use mathematical models that allow simulating the dynamic processes that will
occur with the object during the actual operation. Modeling of dynamic processes allows
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you to design, evaluate, and predict the behavior of objects during their life cycle, that is,
from the beginning of design to disposal. Thus, one of the methods for modeling dynamic
processes based on the theory of elastic waves is proposed in the paper.

The proposed calculation method is aimed at solving such issues as the following:

1. The description of physical processes in the most approximate way to the course
of natural phenomena. For this purpose, the time component is taken into account
when describing the transmission of impulses by elastic waves. This description
of the dynamics of the process regulates the pattern of natural phenomena, the
sequence of which determines the cause-and-effect relationship, giving an answer to
the question of what consequences will arise from the influence of physical impulses
in the future. Without knowledge of the mechanism of cause-and-effect relationships,
it is impossible to determine risk in a universal way. A person, in many cases, assesses
the risks of various actions subconsciously. If we look at a person’s ordinary life,
we will see that he automatically uses the importance of taking into account the
duration of exposure in his life. For example, someone decided to make a new dish. In
preparation for the realization of his wish, he is sure to learn the duration of necessary
operations when cooking, for instance, meat, as follows: the duration of marinating in
a particular sauce, the duration of baking or extinguishing a dish of a particular type
of meat, set weight and under certain temperature and/or power conditions. Or if
someone decides to dye fabric or remove a stain on clothes at home, he will certainly
be aware of exactly what (reagent) and what (type of fabric) will be affected and how
long its effect is needed. When someone chooses shoes for a hike, he necessarily
decides for himself how much he is willing to pay for the comfortable and guaranteed
performance of these shoes for the duration of the hike (a certain period of time) under
the specific operating conditions of the shoes. A person, in many cases, assesses the
risks of various actions regardless of paying attention.

However, if we consider these moments from the point of view of the theory of
elasticity used to model dynamic processes, we will find that in this theory, the time of
action of forces, deformations, or stresses does not affect the result. That is, it does not
matter how long the impact lasts; it is important that it be fully perceived by the object.
In ordinary life, this means that whether they crush your foot for 5 min or 5 days is not
important; it is important that your foot withstands it. There is no reason to think that
informing a person that the impact on his foot is perceived by his shoes and what he
is standing on will alleviate the fate of the person. Additionally, the question remains
unanswered as to what consequences will arise as a result of this mode of exposure in
the future, as follows: will the foot be able to function? Thus, the proposed method of
using the elastic wave theory for impulse transmission provides an opportunity to expand
approaches to predicting and assessing the occurrence of risk in various objects under
various operating conditions. Since any effect can be represented as a vector of changes
in the amount of energy in time at any point of the simulation object, depending on the
physical, mechanical, and geometric parameters of the simulation object, the proposed
method allows combining the influence of mechanical, temperature, electromagnetic, and
hydrodynamic influences into a single calculation.

2. Ensuring the functional security of the technosphere objects of the human habitat.
Throughout its existence, mankind has been constantly creating and modifying artifi-
cial technological and technical objects to meet its socio-economic needs both in the
engineering field (factories, transport infrastructure, mechanisms, etc.) and in every-
day life (vehicles, household appliances, medical equipment, etc.). The operation of
the technosphere objects in the human habitat affects both the ecological envelope of
the Earth and the health of the person himself. The wave process can have a variety of
physical natures as follows: mechanical, chemical, electromagnetic, gravitational, spin,
probability density, etc. Therefore, a universal tool is needed to study the influence
of technosphere objects on both people’s lives and the environment. The proposed
method uses universal properties and laws of elastic wave propagation for different
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materials and object geometries. This allows analytical simulation of the behavior of
the object under the influence of various impulses. Development of this direction in
the future will allow answering such questions as the following:

• What actual changes in the characteristics of the object itself can occur during the
period of operation;

• What maintenance is required by the facility under any operating conditions;
• Whether the object is able to safely perform the intended functions for the total

period of operation;
• Whether the object is able to give the required level of economic efficiency of use,

that is, whether the object is competitive in the market.

Thus, the proposed method uses a new approach to describe dynamic processes by
pulses propagating as elastic waves over time. It provides engineers and scientists with
an innovative and effective tool to modify technosphere objects and assess the impact of
technosphere transport objects on human habitats.
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